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SUMMARY:
In sumnnary there is much to commend parts of this report in terms of practical initiatives and
processes that will manage the national deer herd in a more efficient and collaborative way.
There are, however, a number of proposals which seem to suggest we are taking a hammer to
crack a nut and there is the danger that we could end up with a top heavy and expensive
bureaucratic system that could ultimately spend more time and money justif/ing its existence
rather than delivering practical cost effective deer management year in year out. That said, we
believe we can adopt and adapt much o f t h e essence of this report to move forward. Before we
comment on the good and not so good it would be appropriate to set down our view of the so
called deer problem as this will better inform a " D e e r Policy Vision" statement.

SUBMISSION:
1.

Having appraised similar situations and solutions already in place in England and Scotland we are
concerned that lessons learned in that part of the world are not being applied here. A media
fuelled hysteria about deer numbers hit the headlines in England a number of years ago after it
had been simmering for some time. Certain "interested parties" also fed fuel to this hysteria
with inaccurate statements about deer numbers and potential impacts on a range of valuable
assets. These "parties", supported by ill researched media coverage, constantly raised scares
about deer numbers out of control, citing Road Traffic Accident "statistics", damage to crops and
so on as though these were the norm rather than the unfortunate consequences in a limited
number of isolated but high profile locations. Calls by ministers for "50,000" new stalkers and
military-like contingency plans were the order of the day but when wise heads prevailed it
became clear that the real problem was there w e r e a number of deer hotspots created by very
poor regional management of the deer, usually involving leases to "tourist" stalkers who had
paid handsomely for the privilege of exclusive stalking, or as the result of large landowners
failing in their duty to manage their deer or being reluctant to do so for a variety of reasons.
Steps to focus on these areas with proper workmanlike measures and a robust culling
programme carried out by local recreational stalkers and their professional counterparts has
begun to show results.

The vast majority of the other deer holding areas continue to be
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